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Australia's dual system of broadcasting has provided

national and commercial radio services to Australians in

both urban and remote areas. Networks were formed to serve

these areas, but advertising agencies tended to dominate

smaller commercial networks on behalf of their clients.

Most of these failed.

The Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd. (MBS)

network began in 1938 and offered network programming and

sales representation to stations affiliating with them. Its

subsidiary, Artransa Pty. Ltd., also produced and syndicated

programs and provided sales representation both nationally

and internationally.

This study concludes that MBS' contribution to

Australian commercial broadcasting was the development of

networking and that it had the greater listenership of any

commercial network in this time period.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Broadcasting in Australia has existed for more than

fifty years and is of particular importance to the country

because of the sparseness of its population, the large

distances between cities, and the isolated conditions under

which many people live. It was radio broadcasting that

united the country in its formative years and during its

emergence as a relatively new nation in the southern

hemisphere.

In 1905, the Australian Parliament passed the Wireless

Telegraphy Act, authorizing the Postmaster General to

establish, operate, and transmit wireless messages. Broad-

casting began in Australia in November, 1923, with the two

original Sydney radio stations 2SB and.2FC transmitting for

a limited period of time.

According to political scientist W. H. N. Hull, the

original intention of the government was the "sealed set"

system which was introduced in urban Australia in 1923. It

provided for the establishment of radio stations which were

to be supported by listeners' subscriptions. Receiving sets

were sealed and could receive only a specific frequency.
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In ten months of operation, however, only 1,400 sets were

licensed; thus revenue was barely enough to sustain even one

radio station. The government soon realized that if urban

areas with high population density were unable to support

such a system, it was even more unlikely that rural areas

could have supported it.2

Several problems contributed to the lack of success for

the sealed set system of broadcasting. First, there were

technical difficulties in designing and producing sets that

would measure up to standards required by the Postmaster

General's Department. The system moreover, was subject to

abuse from those who discovered how to alter the set in order

to get reception without further payment of a fee. The

sealed set system was soon abandoned.)

The National System

By the mid-1920's those stations that were in existence

were divided into two categories: (1) "A" stations financed

by listeners' fees, and (2) "B" stations financed by

advertising. Broadcasting developed slowly until 1929 when

the government decided to nationalize all "A" stations for

a national broadcast service with technical facilities provided

by the Postmaster General.4 By 1932, "A" stations were

officially established as a national system to operate in

the public interest, after passage of the Australian

Broadcasting Act on May 17, 1932.5
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The national system was to be regulated by the

Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC), and its structure

was very similar to that of the British Broadcasting

Corporation (BBC). The BBC is an autonomous public corporation

set up by Royal Charter, totally independent of government

support, but required to submit to Parliament an annual

report of revenue received from licenses. The government

has no control or supervision over BBC programs except in

emergencies, but does set the terms and conditions under

which the BBC operates. The BBC provided two services, a

national service from its London studios, and the other,

providing a regional service with some local origination.

The purpose of BBC services, was to provide programming

that would raise the level of intellectual and cultural tastes

of its listening audience.6 The ABC, on the other hand, was

formed to link the nation together, so that the country

population could receive the same programming as those in

metropolitan areas. The government transferred the

responsibility for active operation of national broadcasting

to a commission answerable to Parliament through a designated

Cabinet Minister. ABC financing comes from an annual

appropriation from Parliament, plus revenues received from

symphony orchestra performances, owned by the ABC. Both the

ABC and BBC provide similar programs such as educational

series, classical music, public affairs, sports, Parliamentary

proceedings and religious programs.
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Australia was no longer an English colony, and its

geographical isolation from other nations compelled it to

develop its own dual broadcasting service. Alexander Toogood

in Broadcasting In Asia And The Pacific notes:

Unlike many new nations, Australia has not been
obsessed with forging a national identity.
Initial turning to Britain was skewed by World
War II, the declining colonial influence, and a
changing international power structure. . . . By
always looking outward, the Australian has been
made particularly paranoid by his accident of
geography; the great fear is isolation.7

As a result, Australia was quick to develop both national

and commercial services in an attempt to offer alternative

programs to unite the nation through the medium of radio.

Australia was able to develop its own model of broadcasting

without outside interference, because Australia was far

removed from any other dominant broadcasting nation.8

The Commercial System

By 1932, "B" stations, or commercial stations, had been

left to their own devices to develop and expand services,

relying solely on advertising revenue. According to Toogood,

"commercial broadcasting was to lend a healthy element of

competition, at the same time it provided a distinctive local

emphasis to balance ABC's national service." 9 The Australian

system, therefore, began with a few independent stations

serving small communities in urban areas, and finally

developed into a dual system based on a combination provided

by a commission and private enterprise.
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Commercial radio (previously "B" stations) slowly began

to find a place in the community. R. R. Walker, Australian

broadcasting and advertising executive, described the role

of radio, "Its voice was breaking down the great loneliness,

distributing its benefits with almost equal favor in city,

town and hamlet."10 The national service was trying to bring

the entire nation together through a national network, and

commercial stations were finding this a threat to their

newly found existence and popularity in metropolitan areas.

Because the Broadcasting Act of 1932 pertained only to the

ABC service, Parliament appointed a Joint Parliamentary

Committee of Inquiry in 1942 to review all aspects of the

industry. Its findings served as the basis for a new

Broadcasting Act. Features of the new legislation included

regulations that governed commercial radio in (1) licenses,

(2) revocation of licenses by the Minister, (3) provisions

regarding programming and advertising content, and (4) the

establishment of a Parliamentary Standing Committee of nine

members to supervise the regulation of the new legislation.

Hull suggests that the reason for the ultimate success

of broadcasting in Australia was the development of radio

networks, both national and commercial. Of the latter, only

two could claim any significant contribution to commercial

broadcasting in Australia.12 They are the Major Network, a

loose association of stations, and the Macquarie Broadcasting

Services, which operated as a unified network. Yet
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networking, through the national service and commercial radio

organizations, paved the way for radio to reach into country

areas. As a result, both the national and commercial networks

helped unify the entire nation, rather than serving a

fragmented densely populous eastern coast that had been

exposed to broadcasting since its inception.

Macquarie Broadcasting Services

Macquarie Broadcasting Services (MBS) began operation

as a unified network in Sydney, New South Wales, in 1938.

In February, 1948, during reorganization, the name was changed

to Macquarie Broadcasting Service Proprietary Limited.13

Since 1948, MBS has been known to the general public by this

new incorporated company name. 14 During the period included

in this study, it had twenty "member stations" and forty-two

"cooperative stations." MBS is operated by a company whose

shares are held by these member stations. Membership is

restricted to stations that do not impinge on the territory

of stations already included. Cooperative stations were

generally non competitive country stations that did not

participate in any network activity and were allowed to

broadcast MBS network programs, if they wished. They merely

paid MBS a commission for selling and servicing network

sponsorships on the stations. The MBS flagship station,

2GB Sydney, had permanent landlines for relay to strategic

areas in capital cities and country stations.
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MBS functioned in three ways: (1) it provided a sales

organization for its members, (2) it produced experimental

programs for sale to national advertisers on behalf of its

members, and (3) it produced programs for individual members

to sell to their local advertisers. The studios contained

five independent production facilities that could, if

necessary, produce sixteen separate outgoing channels. The

staff handled accounts, scripts, program schedules, recording

details, publicity, and other public relations duties. MBS

also provided a variety of drama, news and sports services,

and entertainment radio programs for affiliate stations.15

MBS differed from most other commercial networks in Australia

in that it controlled the programming in the network rather

than allowing advertisers to usurp this function.16 Not only
did Macquarie have its own production facilities and staff,

but through its subsidiary, Artransa Proprietary Limited,

more than one hundred programs were written and produced

weekly for Australian and overseas markets.

Thus MBS' contribution to Australian commercial

broadcasting was the development of networking and that it

provided an alternative network for audiences to choose

programming selections. In this way, MBS helped unify the

nation through the medium of radio. It was significant that

MBS had the greater listenership of any commercial network

in this time period.
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to trace the development

of the Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd. (MBS), and

to analyze its significance in the history of Australian

broadcasting from its inception to 1958.

Purpose

Purpose of the study was threefold. First, the study

explored the history of radio networking in Australia.

Second, it described the structure and nature of the

Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd. and its development,

growth and influence nationally through its programs,

entertainment and dissemination of news. Third, the study

explored the network's influence both nationally and inter-

nationally, through its production agency, Artransa Pty.

Ltd.

Scope and Limitation

This study explored the reasons for the establishment

of the Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd., and the

role of the network in providing network news, programs and

advertising to both urban and country areas from its inception

in 1938 to 1958, when television began operation in Australia.

This study excluded reference to description of physical

plant, technical equipment and finances.
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Procedure

Historical research methods were used. Primary sources

consisting of correspondence and audiotaped responses to

prepared questions from present and former executives of

the Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd., and MBS

publications were the basic sources of information. Secondary

sources such as articles from Journalism Quarterly,

Broadcasting, Television Age, the New York Times, and books

relating to mass media in Australia were also used.

Review of Literature

Little detailed research has been published on the

Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd., either in Australia

or in the United States. Most books written on the history

and development of Australian broadcasting include some

general references to MBS, but lack substantive detail.

Ian Mackay's Broadcasting in Australia, however, does devote

a large section of a chapter to the development of networking

in general, and then discusses the origins of the Macquarie

Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd., its organization, role and

its expansion nationally and internationally.17 In

The Magic Spark, former Australian broadcaster and advertising

executive R. R. Walker, has references scattered throughout

the book referring to MBS advertisers, drama, and audience
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research and its development of networking.18 Australian

author Trevor Barr, in Reflections of Reality, glosses over

the major area emphasized in this study, but provides some

pertinent data.1 9  The Australian Encyclopedia, gives

detailed information on the history of the Australian

broadcasting industry in addition to providing resourceful

information on MBS.20 The Broadcasting Year Book of Australia,

provided some general information for this study.21 MBS

publications, including brochures and pamphlets, also

provides very useful, specific information.

A variety of trade magazines or journals cover numerous

aspects of the mass media in Australia. Much of it, however,

focuses on the period after 1958 and is primarily television-

oriented. Articles in journals and occasional articles in

newspapers such as the New York Times are few in number and

lack detail.

Several dissertations and theses on Australian broad-

casting are available in the United States and provided

some background information for this study. Barry Cole's

dissertation, The Australian Broadcasting Control Board and

QommerCmmercial Radio in Australia since 1948,22

examines the regulation of commercial radio in Australia

and does not provide any information relevant to this study.

W. H. N. Hull's dissertation, A Comparative Study of The

Problems of MinisterialResponsibilityin Australian and

Canadian Broadcasting, compares the government administration
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and policy of both countries and the problems facing the

cabinet officials in enforcing such.23  In the thesis,

A StudyofThe Rise of Television and Its Impact On The

Broadcasting Control Mechanisms of The English-Speaking

Commonwealth Counties, with Special Emphasis on The United

Kingdom, Canada and Australia, Benjamin V. Mast discusses

some of the problems that occurred with broadcast

administration in these three countries and the changes that

had to be made to accommodate television.24

Justification

There is no detailed account of the Macquarie

Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd. in any published history of

radio broadcasting in Australia. Considering the immense

popularity of the network up to the mid-1950's, an historical

account of MBS seems important to the understanding of an

important segment of the broadcasting industry in Australia

from 1938 to 1958. This is a period on which there is very

little documentation of the development of commercial radio

in .Australia.

MBS provided a model of broadcasting that was workable

and successful by restoring control of program and all

advertising sponsorship to broadcasters. Programs broadcast

over MBS differed from those offered by the ABC, thus

providing an alternative network. While ABC programming

remained constant, MBS had the greater listenership of any
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commercial network in Australia in this time period.

Definition of Terms

For the study proposed, the terms listed below will be

considered to have -the specific meanings listed unless

otherwise defined in the text.

ABCB--the Australian Broadcasting Control Board,

equivalent to the Federal Communications Commission in the

United States.

Country station--an Australian radio station (either

national or commercial) in a rural area.

Time Channels--the periods of time in a programming

schedule.
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CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO NETWORKING

IN AUSTRALIA

In the early years of Australian commercial broadcasting,

many applications for new licenses were received, and by

1930, thirty-three commercial radio stations were either

operating or authorized to begin transmission. Some of these

were country stations and, like many stations, they struggled

for survival. They had to develop their own market and to

attract enough listeners to warrant an advertiser's promoting

a product or service in a particular geographical area of

Australia.

In the 1930's, commercial radio broadcasters learned

that the success of radio was based on the popularity of

entertainment-oriented programs and the advertising it fostered.

Advertisers hoped to compete for an audience in both urban

and rural areas of the nation, where the noncommercial ABC

already had extensive radio network operations. Commercial

broadcasting executives feared the ABC, which had been given

priority on the use of landlines to relay programs to capital

cities of Australia. Commercial radio stations discovered

they could not compete with the ABC, because ABC stations

had been given more powerful allocations of frequency for

15



transmission. Transmission power of many commercial radio

stations was limited to approximately fifteen miles, and in

some cases, a commercial station had to share a frequency

with another station. Commercial stations could, however,

use those landlines that were not required by the national

service.

By 1938, radio operating licenses had more than doubled.

While the ABC was relaying programs to every state, many

commercial stations were broadcasting as independent local

stations relying on their own programming techniques. These

techniques included broadcasts of recordings and electrical

transcriptions. The latter were special oversized discs

made of shellac, a thick, heavy material, and ran at 33-1/3

revolutions per minute. These transcriptions could carry a

fifteen minute program on one sixteen-inch side. All

transcriptions required special heavy-duty playback equipment,

and not every station could afford it. There was no

comparison, however, between the quality of programs offered

by commercial stations and those of the ABC. With money

available from the government, the ABC was able to provide

far better programs than the commercial stations. The only

way these stations could compete with ABC programming,

therefore, was to form networks and to share their broadcast

personnel.
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Early History

Some of the first stations to form radio networks

grouped together in 1930 as the Federal Network. They were

2UW Sydney, 3DB Melbourne, 3BA Ballarat, 4BK Brisbane, 5AD

Adelaide and 6ML Perth. The Federal Network had a short

career, however, as opportunities for advertising on a

nationwide basis were limited. There was no centralized

office, moreover, but rather a pooling of ideas, and so

progress in developing a network was negligible.2 In 1933,

The Associated Broadcasters of Australia network was formed,

consisting of stations 4BC Brisbane, 2UW Sydney, 3DB

Melbourne and 5AD Adelaide.3 This network also, was short

lived.

In 1938, 2UW Sydney was the key station in yet a third

network venture, in the Commonwealth Broadcasting Network.

Commonwealth had arrangements with some country stations.

The network ceased operations after only three years, however.

About fifteen years later--in the mid-1950's--an independent

group of stations, consisting of 2UW Sydney, 3UZ Melbourne,

4BC and 4SB Brisbane, and 6AM and 6PM Perth formed a network.

This network, also, failed to achieve anything of significance

because of competition from television, which was developing

at this time. In 1938 the Major Network was formed, not as

a company, but as a loose association of stations. These
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stations pooled resources for programming when the situation

warranted broadcasting certain programs. In each state,

there was a capital city station which was linked with one

or more stations in country areas. Advertisers could choose

which stations of the Major Network they preferred to utilize

for maximum advertising results; and stations were under no

obligation to accept all available programming. The Major

Network still exists, but its influence is minimal. Other

networks that came into prominence included the Findlay

Tasmanian Network, The Argus Network, the Victorian Broad-

casting Network, The Advertiser Network, and Amalgamated

Wireless Australasia Ltd. (AWA).5

Despite all the short-lived ventures, By 1939, commercial

network broadcasting was a reality. Two major factors helped

bring network broadcasting into existence. First, advertisers

saw radio as a medium in which nationwide advertising of a

product and broadcasting of their programs would be to their

economic advantage. Second, commercial radio feared the ABC,

because of its government appropriations and extensive

production facilities to provide programs for national

transmission. Radio executives believed that the intrusion

of a national station into their local area would jeopardize

any future radio expansion, and they hoped to head this off

by affiliation with commercial networks. 6

Another reason for the success of commercial network

radio was its ability to help alleviate the isolation of
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those living in remote areas. In its first Annual Report in

1933, the ABC recognized some of these problems in its

description of the remoteness of radio audiences. "The huge

area and the scanty population; the wide divergence in

climatic conditions between tropical Cape York and Hobart

. . . the populous and progressive cities; the broad and

sparsely peopled primary-producing districts. . . ."7 One

way to bridge this gap was the use of networks. A former

advertising executive, W. A. McNair, said that "listeners

cannot depend upon good reception from . . . a station if

they are a considerable distance away. . . . The difficulty

has been overcome by elaborate systems of landlines . .

adapted from the long distance telephone services. . . ."8

McNair also pointed out that in Australia "the national

stations are . . . linked so as to broadcast the same program

simultaneously in each of the capital cities. The commercial

stations are not as closely organized but may be linked

together as an advertiser desires." 9

The cost of networking distribution in Australia was

expensive. Programs originating in Sydney or Melbourne were

sent by landlines covering distances exceeding several

thousand miles.10 It could have been financially advantageous

to the networks had they owned all the member stations. Yet

the loose association of network station relationships as

developed in Australia, avoided the powerful influence that

several persons at a corporate level may hold over a network. 1
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Development

In Australia, commercial network broadcasting developed

on a cooperative basis in which individual stations grouped

together and formed a network to provide sale of time to

advertisers and to produce radio programs for distribution

to stations. Member stations agreed to reserve certain hours

for network programs, but also had the right to reject any

network program. They could carry programs from competing

networks too, provided they had suitable time periods to

honor commitments from their network affiliation.

Mackay points out that a station "cannot join a network

at will, as only one in a particular area is required to

maintain territorial exclusivity, but competing networks

endeavor to secure member stations in strategic parts of the

country with, . . . an outlet in each capital city . . ."12

Thus the more populous areas are covered by radio networking

in an attempt to unify the nation. Member stations had to

schedule locally originated programs in time periods that

did not conflict with national network time schedules. All

revenue for these member stations came from two sources:

(1) locally sponsored programs and advertisements, and

(2) network programs and network advertisements relayed from

the flagship station of the particular network. The locally

owned station management set rates and production charges for
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studio time. Once established, the rate applied to all

advertisers according to its published rate card. Radio

networking allowed local stations broadcasting national

programs to build their own audiences, and at the same time,

networks expanded their effectiveness by providing bigger

programs.13

Advertisers Dominate Networks

In the late 1930's, one advertiser, Samue Dobbs of

J. Walter Thompson, Australia Pty. Ltd. (a subsidiary of the

U.S. advertising agency) demonstrated the advantages of radio

network operation. He placed a variety of programs on

prominent high power, clear channel stations (that is,

protected from interference from other stations) covering a

vast area in country regions. Audience response was favorable,

both to the programs and advertising of products or services.

Other advertisers were quick to follow Dobbs' initial operation

and radio stations were quick to take advantages of programs

offered. These stations and a central metropolitan station in

each state formed the basis of an advertiser's network, and

the client-built network emerged as the basis of securing

block audience listenership. When a national program was to

be broadcast, the time periods before and after the program

were valuable, and those controlling the initial program

tried to see that their clients occupied adjoining channels. 14
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The broadcasters on the other hand, were eager for business

and confident of the possibilities of radio. They did not

hesitate to approach advertisers, and this led to intense

competition between advertisers and network management for

securing supremacy in advertising on the various networks.

Network programming as it developed in Australia, therefore,

gave advertisers a single point of contact for nationwide

advertising campaigns. Previously, advertisers had had to

approach individual stations, and this was a time consuming

process.

The range of programming varied from network to network,

and because of this, the networks kept close relationships

with stations and advertisers. Networks were anxious to

retain advertisers, while advertising agencies tried to

gain the maximum amount of exposure for their clients on

the existing networks. It was not easy to convince some

national advertisers that nationwide exposure to their product

or service would yield greater demand for their advertising.15

Fear of Monopoly Dispelled

By the early 1940's, networks had established their

markets and were becoming popular and successful. It was

not long before politicians began taking note of their

operations and expressed concern that network broadcasting

would lead to monopoly control. This fear persisted for many

years as the ABC was already functioning as one national
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network, and commercial broadcasters had to work hard to

convince politicians that monopoly would not become a force.

In 1942, the Parliamentary Gibson Committee which was dealing

with network development, concluded,

We feel that, whilst there is nothing
inherently wrong with the network system, its
future development might well be watched care-
fully by the proposed Parliamentary Standing
Committee. The main danger to be avoided in
such a system is monopoly control, either by
business or press interests, as this would
inevitably give great advantages to the
strongest networks over competitors whose
stations are not as strong financial{ because
of location and other reasons. . . .

When the Australian Broadcasting Control Board (ABCB)17

was established in 1949, supervision of network operation

was observed closely as it was feared that multiple ownership

of stations could develop. In 1950, the ABCB expressed

concern that some small country stations were supplied with

too many programs from city stations by relay transmission.

It was the Board's opinion that these stations should devote

at least twenty-five percent of all broadcast time to local

program origination, despite the fact that network programs

proved to be more popular than most local programs.

The loose organization of networks was partly due to

restrictions contained in federal legislation. Networks as

such were not forbidden by law; as Section 53 of the

Broadcasting Act stated no person should own, or "be in a

position to exercise control, either directly or indirectly,"

of more than (a) one metropolitan station in any one state,
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four metropolitan stations in Australia, (c) four stations

in any one state, or (d) eight stations in Australia.18

Networks, therefore, were able to transmit programming

through their flagship station to stations that requested

participation in a network.

Because networks granted discounts to advertisers and

made other concessions for large scale contracts, many

individual stations received fewer advertising contracts

from advertising agencies. The government was eventually

satisfied, however, that the networks did not have a

substantial monopoly of radio advertising.19

Decline of Networks

By the time television began transmitting, radio

networking had consolidated its programming for a national

audience that was scattered across thousands of miles. Radio

networks helped bridge the gap of isolation, but the

competition from the new medium caused many smaller networks

to disband as advertisers transferred their contracts to

television. As a result, commercial radio networks soon

discovered that their current program format was not meeting

the needs of their audiences, other than those in remote

areas, and, consequently, network operations diminished

slowly to the point of dying. There was no way they could

compete with television. By the mid-1950's, commercial radio

networking was virtually non-existent. The Macquarie
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Broadcasting Services and the Major Network were the only

commercial networks that continued to operate on a nation-

wide schedule. Radio networking, however, had served its

purpose in unifying the country.

From 1938 to 1958, commercial radio networking had

helped establish and consolidate the role of the advertiser

in the use of radio. Prior to this time, advertisers had

utilized print advertising exclusively until they recognized

the potential of radio. Radio networking unified the nation

by bringing popular programs of drama, comedy, talk shows,

childrens' programs, and news to country areas that other-

wise would not have heard some of these programs.

Of networks, Lewis Wilcher wrote, "The difference this

has made to life in the outback is tremendous; . . . from an

Australian point of view the boon it has conferred on the

country dweller, particularly in the more isolated areas,

is easily radio's highest achievement.,"20  Networking became

a way of life in this period, especially during the evening

hours. Today, remnants of these networks exist partly as

selling representatives- for advertising, special news and

information programs. Otherwise, programming responsibilities

have lapsed with the introduction of television.
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CHAPTER III

THE FORMATION AND GROWTH OF THE MACQUARIE

BROADCASTING SERVICE PTY. LTD.,

1938-1958

In the mid 1930's, two advertising agencies, J. Walter

Thompson Pty. Ltd. (subsidiary of the U.S. advertising agency)

and George Patterson Pty. Ltd., introduced U.S. scripts and

program ideas to Australian commercial radio. These agencies

dominated the two existing networks--the Commonwealth

Broadcasting Network and the Major Network--to such an extent

that it was impossible to create any new openings for alternate

programs and advertisers. The two agencies had reserved all

available time for themselves and for the clients they

represented in an attempt to gain maximum exposure for the

services or products they were advertising. Advertising,

therefore, had reached the saturation point on these existing

outlets.1

These agencies, moreover, had devised a plan whereby they

would not schedule their programs at the same time, thus

avoiding any competition with each other. This monopoly meant

that any future new network that might develop, could be

excluded from broadcasting existing programs, and would have

difficulty maintaining a new network in opposition to agencies.

28
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Formation of' Macquarie Broadcasting Services

Macquarie Broadcasting Services came into existence

primarily because of the influence of the two large

advertising agencies, which were playing a power game on

behalf of their clients. Thompson and Patterson moved all

their programs from station to station, manipulated time

periods to their advantage, and profited greatly from this

procedure.2 These actions warned broadcasting officials

and others that something had to be done to return the

control of radio to where it belonged, the stations themselves.

As a reaction to this, a competing network, the

Macquarie Broadcasting Services was organized on July 4, 1938

in Sydney. MBS was owned by well-known radio operators, the

Denison family, with Sir Hugh Denison serving as Chairman of

the Board. The network also resulted from a reorganization

of the various broadcast interests of Sir Hugh, and MBS

began operation with a capital of 250,000 (Australian) pounds.

Other members of the MBS Board included Frederick Daniell

as executive director, and George Miller as secretary;

directors included R. E. Denison, N. L. Shaw, C. Don Service,

S. S. Crick and Daniell.3

The network was established primarily to provide

programs for national sponsorship, to clear standard time

periods for national advertisers, to provide programs for
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overseas stations, and t6 offer promotional services for

network programs. MBS began with some member stations which

had been unable to participate in national sponsorship of

programs on other networks because of the domination of the

two opposing advertising agencies. Many small country radio

stations now saw an opportunity for inclusion in a network

affiliation with MBS to participate on a regular basis.

The charter member stations of MBS provided the network

with representation in five states and the Capital Territory.

They included radio stations 2GB and 2UE Sydney, 2WL

Wollongong and 2HR Hunter River, New South Wales; 3AW Melbourne,

3HA Hamilton, 3TR Sale, and 3SH Swan Hill, Victoria; and

4BH Brisbane, Queensland. Other stations included 5DN

Adelaide and 5RM Renmark, South Australia; and 6PR Perth and

6KG Kalgoorlie from Western Australia. Station 2CA Canberra

represented the Capital Territory. In addition, MBS provided

the program resources of 2GB Sydney, and to a lesser extent,

3AW Melbourne, and 5DN Adelaide. 5

From the beginning, it was made clear that the Denison

owned MBS would not control the network. Each member

station was to be regarded as an entity controlled and operated

by its own company, but looking to the network for sales

representation and the provision of programs and facilities..
6

Formation of the network took months of planning, and

at the initial meeting of MBS held in Sydney on July 4, it

was decided that each station would use the phrase
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"Macquarie Broadcasting Network" after announcing station

call letters. In the case of network relays to country

stations, "Macquarie Broadcasting Network relaying to . ..

was to be included after station call letters had been

announced.7 The name, Macquarie, was taken from an early

Australian Governor, Lachlan Macquarie, often called,

"Macquarie, the Builder" because of the emphasis his

administration placed on roads and buildings.8

Although MBS officially began on July 4, 1938, it did

not begin selling time until two weeks later. From the

outset, MBS was assured of station support from the charter

member stations, and efforts were taken to put into practice

what had been decided upon at the initial conference. Not

long after, smaller country stations saw an opportunity for

inclusion in a network affiliation with Macquarie.9

The Denison family also owned 2GB, the flagship station

for MBS. Radio station 2GB had begun transmitting in 1926,

and, in 1934, Station Manager A. E. Bennett had gone to the

United States for new program ideas. He brought back scripts

and transcriptions such as Tarzan of the Apes. This and other

transcribed programs became so popular that a new era in

Australian commercial radio developed. In 1936, 2GB formed

its own division of actors, writers, and directors to produce

forms of entertainment new to Australia, such as serials,

drama and quiz programs. By 1940, MBS, independently of

2GB, had developed its own drama and program division with
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a staff of sixty persons to write, direct and produce drama

for the network. Station 2GB also gave the network first

priority on programs produced by the Macquarie Players

(previously known as the BSA Players).10

From the outset, Macquarie included its member stations

in decision-making, and new ideas were adopted only when they

had the support of all member stations. Initially, the

network had difficulty persuading sponsors to use its services.

To overcome this problem, MBS reorganized its sales staff

under George Anderson to develop programs for exclusive use

on MBS. With this new development, MBS was able to control

the programs and advertisements broadcast over the network.

This was in direct contrast to the existing practice of the

advertising agencies who tried to ensure that their clients

had priority of programming and advertising time on other

networks. Macquarie's reorganization lay the foundation for

the programming philosophy that was beginning to form. By

1942, the network had twenty-four member stations."1

As MBS developed its programming strategies, Macquarie-

originated programs for network use became so popular that

advertisers began to demand more time allotments for the

network's constantly increasing audiences. Time periods

then became important to both the advertiser and the network.

Although advertising agency-produced programs could still be

placed on MBS, the Macquarie-produced programs had priority.12

Former MBS executive Stan Clark reflected on the influence
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of Macquarie's advertising policy:

When Colgate shifted their shows to the

Major Network about 1950, Macquarie Network

lost on eminence . . . . Arising from this,
network ownership of programs became a firm

policy. The Colgate shows came back to

Macquarie . . . . During my time at Macquarie,
I would not completely ban advertiser-owned
shows, but would play in a safety margin at

network-owned programs, so that the removal

of any advertiser-owned programs had no or

little effect on audience ratings.13

Clark continued:

Advertisers could leave the network if they
wished, but couldn't take their shows with
them. The odd exception being . . . the

Amateur Hour, and Unilevers were too smart
to isolate themselves from the galaxy of

other big shows on Macquarie. The removal

of a few advertiser-owned productions had 1 o

effect on Macquarie's overall popularity.

Because MBS developed guidelines and adhered to them,

all advertisers purchasing time on the network were assured

the same privileges of program and advertising sponsorship.

This was designed to prevent any one advertising agency

from monopolizing or manipulating network time, as had

happened on previous networks.

Even with its established policy, however, difficulties

arose when some advertisers wanted to bypass Macquarie's

policy of "all or nothing," using only some of the member

stations. One particular incident caused the network to

make a difficult, but necessary, decision. In 19 46 an

advertising agency had wanted to select only certain MBS

stations for its highly popular radio personality, Jack Davey.
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Macquarie, however, refused to compromise its commitment to

broadcast its programs on all of its member stations. As a

result, the agency withdrew Davey from the MBS network.

Other sponsors withdrew their programs and advertising from

MBS and sought contracts with opposition stations. Some

stations defected from MBS and affiliated with those rival

stations that were now broadcasting these programs. As a

result, Macquarie's revenue declined rapidly. The network

felt that the loss of programs was a blow to the high standard

of programming it had achieved. To combat this, MBS decided

that in the future it would control its own programs and

personalities so that it would never be dominated by any

advertising agency.15

To put their new policy into effect, MBS signed top

entertainers and radio personalities to contracts with the

network. Ironically, one of the first Australian radio

personalities to join the network was Jack Davey. He became

so popular that, according to one author, Davey was "the

great witty compere, often got half the total listeners

tuned to his regular shows, remarkable considering six or

seven other stations competed for audience ratings. . . . It

was immensely popular entertainment.11 6

Macquarie's penetration into five states, therefore,

proved that advertising on a nationwide network would provide

a far greater return than buying time here and there scattered

on the other small networks.
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Reorganization of Macquarie Broadcasting Services

In the first ten years, MBS established itself as a

successful network in terms of the number of member stations,

in increased production of all network programs, in maintaining

a healthy revenue and in attracting so-called "cooperative"

stations to use MBS programs. These cooperative stations

were generally non-competitive organizations that did not

participate in any network activity but were allowed to

broadcast MBS network programs if they wished. They merely

paid MBS a commission for selling and servicing the

advertising sponsorship on the stations.

By 1947, MBS believed it was time to reorganize network

operations. The result--in February, 194 8--was a new company,

Macquarie Broadcasting Service Proprietary Limited; the old

company, Macquarie Broadcasting Services, was renamed

Broadcasting Associates Pty. Ltd.1 7 According to the current

Chairman of MBS, G. S. Jennings, the new company, Macquarie

Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd.,

marked a unique era in that the shareholders of
that company were, in fact, the radio stations
whose sale representation . . . was the sole
selling agent in Australia.18

Jennings indicated that the old Macquarie was proprietary

owned, and the new reorganization was designed to increase

the sales representation by MBS for its member stations and
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the capital provided by those shareholding stations allowed

Macquarie to enter into the production of variety and drama.

Over the years, MBS shareholding members would have 
received

their original capital back by way of dividends, many times

over, said Jennings. The reason behind reorganization of

the company in 1948, was, therefore, to provide working

capital to develop radio drama.1 9

This now meant that with member stations holding shares

in the network, MBS would continue to represent them for

advertising and program sponsorship. With the reorganization,

MBS personalities and programs were owned by the 
network and

could not be subjected to pressure from outside sources.

No other network was able to achieve this.

Drama and Entertainment

By the early 1940's, Macquarie was writing, directing

and producing drama. Its engineering and production staff

cut their own discs in the 2GB studios for recording serials

and commercials.20 There was a variety of drama that

attracted an audience fascinated by the new medium, and

advertisers saw the potential of bringing its product or

service to the nation via the MBS network.

The peak of Macquarie Broadcasting Service' s production

of drama was in the late 1940's and 1950's when MBS and its

subsidiary company, Artransa Pty. Ltd., produced more than

100 episodes of fifteen-minute serials each week, in addition
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to two hour-long plays and nightly audience participation

shows. Listening to the Macquarie Radio Theater on Sunday

night at eight o'clock became a household habit.21 
Some of

the Macquarie produced long-running shows included:

Bobby Limb, Famous Australians, Australian Felix and

I Want A Divorce. Other favorites were Mal Verco and Ginger,

.22
Willie Fenell, and Ada and Elsie.

Drama highlight of the week, came with the introduction

of the Lux Radio Theater by trans-Pacific telephone in

March, 1939. This was produced by Harry Dearth and launched

by Cecil B. deMille. Peter Finch became a widely known and

acclaimed actor for the Australian segment included in the

Lux Radio Theater. 2 3

In 1947, George Anderson, MBS' first national sales

manager, conducted a survey for Macquarie by means of the

personal interview method. Using a random sample technique,

a two week survey of 3,500 homes provided a ranking of the

ten most popular programs, including Macquarie's Amateur Hour,

Lux Radio Theater, and Macquarie Radio Theater. Of these,

eight of the top ten were handled either by the J. Walter

Thompson or George Patterson agencies. Only three of the

leading programs were not broadcast over Macquarie's 2GB.2
4

In 1947, the top-rated evening programs broadcast

nationally included MBS' Amateur Hour, Colgate Cavalcade,

Lux Radio Theater, and Quiz Kids. In 1948, MBS' major radio

stations in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth were
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rated the third top stations in terms of popularity from

audience surveys.

In addition to quiz, variety, musical and drama programs,

personality radio and entertainment developed in the early

1950's. The most popular programs included the variety-

oriented shows such as the General Motors Hour and the

Caltex Theater. The Ford Show was the top musical program

and Bob Dyer's Pick A Box was one of the more successful quiz

programs. Variety programs such as Bonneyton's Bunkhouse and

McKechnie Mansions were some of the more ambitious and

lengthier programs produced and broadcast by the network.
25

Some of the more famous actors who started on MBS-produced

programs, included Peter Finch, Rod Taylor and Ron Randell.

Actresses included Neva Carr-Glynn, June Salter and

Thelma Scott.

The noted film star Peter Finch got his real first

opportunity in radio with the Macquarie Players where he

acted the leading roles in many programs.26 His success in

radio grew as he acted in shows for Macquarie Radio Theater

before live audiences.

The annual Macquarie Awards for best actors was one of

the network radio events of the year. On April 27, 1946,

Finch won the first Macquarie Radio Award for his part as

Rene Latour in The Laughing Woman, broadcast before a live

audience. Trader Faulkner, a close associate of Finch, says

it was the actor's favorite part, and it made him the leading
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Australian actor of his time. Finch was the star of MBS'

Lux Radio Theater and Macquarie Radio Theater, and did much

to enhance radio drama because of his ability to perform

effortlessly.27

Although hour-long dramas were produced both in Sydney

and Melbourne, most were produced live at the Macquarie

Auditorium, Phillip Street, Sydney before large audiences.

"The dramas developed from the making of quarter-hour

self-contained and serialised programs to hour-long national

plays produced twice a week on the full Macquarie Network,"

according to Percy Campbell, former 2GB and MBS executive.28

Popularity of such programs continued until the introduction

of television in the mid-1950's phased out all large-scale

produced programs. This was mainly due to the fact that

many advertisers withdrew their production money and diverted

it towards purchasing similar programs on television in the

late 1950's and early 1960's. That is when the radio format

changed to news, information and music.29

During the 1940's, the top advertisers on MBS included;

Unilever, Colgate-Palmolive, Caltex Oil, General Motors,

Atlantic Oil, Johnson & Johnson, Ampol Petroleum and Bonnekin.

The two powerful advertising agencies, Thompson and Patterson,

did not enjoy losing their power to Macquarie, but recognized

the advantage of using the network. Thompson controlled

Australia's Amateur Hour, and realized it had everything to

gain by being one of the top twenty-three shows broadcast
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over Macquarie's network. The Patterson agency and their

client, Colgate-Palmolive, controlled the Colgate Show.

The Golden Era

The 1950's have been described as the golden era for

MBS by writers of Australian broadcast history. It was in

this decade that Macquarie-produced programs were so popular

that capital city stations of the network were rated number

one in all states for entertainment radio listening. This

was an accomplishment in light of the introduction of the

medium of television into Sydney and Melbourne, the two

largest capital cities in Australia. Clark suggests that

with, the introduction of television to these two cities,

MBS' two biggest stations, 2GB Sydney and 3AW Melbourne,

were prevented from modifying their programs to meet

competition of the new medium, because all other states and

all country stations still needed the strong night radio

entertainment of the Macquarie network.
30

In this period, MBS' twenty-three national shows were

produced on a regular fifty-two week basis and broadcast

over eighty radio stations. This was a feat that no other

network could match. The network also produced dramatic

serials for syndication and sale to thirty-six countries,

worldwide.31

Other events broadcast by the network in the 1950's,

included coverage of the Davis Cup tennis competition,
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Australian federal elections, American elections, the

Olympic Games, and the Commonwealth Games.
32 In 1956, the

Olympic Games were held in Melbourne, Australia, and because

television covered only Melbourne and Sydney, the Macquarie

network was able to give its audience regular updates on

athletic events. MBS was able to broadcast these events

that normally would have been covered by the national service

because of the initiative of Macquarie executives. They

envisioned making their network available both nationally

and internationally by providing voice reports on the

Olympic Games coverage and other sports events. The network

has always been known for its strong emphasis and coverage

of most sports in Australia. They also provided coverage of

overseas events of interest to the Australian public.

During the 1950's, MBS' news organization became more

fully developed. In the previous decade, news services had

been supplied by the network to member stations because

newspapers were reluctant to supply stations with news.
33

Part of this reason may have been due to broadcasting

legislation that had existed for a long time and that had

prevented radio stations from using materials taken without

permission from newspapers. This legislation persists

today in Section 102(b) of the Broadcasting and Television

Act:
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A licensee shall not broadcast or televise
news or information of any kind published in a
newspaper or obtained, collected, collated or
co-ordinated by a newspaper, association of
newspapers, news agency or news service, except
in accordance with the terms of an agreement,
between the licensee and the newspaper,
association of newspapers, news agency, or news
service.3

Des Foster, former MBS executive, disputes the notion

that the networks were established primarily to disseminate

news. As far as MBS was concerned, says Foster, the network

was primarily established as a selling agent to help member

stations affiliate with a network. News services developed,

but were secondary to entertainment-oriented programs.35

According to Clark, Macquarie was not forced to develop

its own news services because of any jealousy on the part

of newspaper owners. There was never a serious conflict

between newspapers and commercial radio, Clark said, because

all major newspaper organizations in Australia had investments

in radio stations. Macquarie's news sources were based on

the Sydney Morning Herald, of which both the newspaper and

MBS are subsidiaries of John Fairfax Ltd. MBS, like other

radio organizations in the late 1950's, began employing news

reporters to expand and increase the number of newscasts

produced.36

As Foster indicates, MBS' primary intention was to act

as a selling agent for member stations. News was a secondary

priority that developed unexpectedly. After World War II,

a shortage of newsprint supplies37 forced newspapers
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to reduce the length of daily newspapers. It was not long

before radio executives saw the potential of developing

regular newscasts, and this led to features, talk and public

affairs programs. MBS excelled in this area, and saw an

alternative program format available at a time when radio

entertainment programs were waning. This is where Macquarie's

continuing strength lay, in the mid to late 1950's, as news

programs developed. In the mid 1950's, MBS broadcast three

fifteen-minute newscasts to stations in New South Wales,

covering news of that particular state. Features, national

and international news reports and public affairs programs

were sent via the network to MBS member stations in other

states at regular intervals to be included in local newscasts.

Consequently, commercial radio news services developed on a

statewide basis, rather than nationally. As a result, well-

known radio personalities and newscasters, are even today

known only within the confines of their own state, not

nationally, as in the United States. MBS probably had the

most elaborate news organization of the commercial stations

with the direct relays to stations at fixed times from its

capital city stations. The groundwork was laid in the

mid-1950's, the golden years of the network.

While Macquarie dared to be different, it kept a sense

of innovativeness and creativity within the commercial radio

broadcasting system, thus providing a strong alternative

network for its audiences. MBS' strength came from the
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administrative abilities of executives such as Reg Denison,

A. E. Bennett, Reg Lane, Clive Ogilvy, Jack Horner and

George Anderson. These were the men who sought to make MBS

the leading commercial radio network in Australia. Ogilvy,

during his tenure as manager of Canberra's 2CA, arranged for

then Prime Minister Ben Chifley to "present Sunday night talks

over the Macquarie Network on a gratis basis. . * .38  A

former manager of MBS' 5DN Adelaide, Randal Merrick White,

served on the board of MBS from 1939 to 1946 and was

associated with 3AW Melbourne from 1946 to 1954.39 Myles

Wright was associated with 3AW, serving in production, then

eventually becoming assistant manager in 1954 and general

manager in 1957. It was Wright who strengthened MBS ties

with the central office in Sydney.4 Others such as Stan

Clark and Percy Campbell built upon the foundation established

by their predecessors.

MBS' reputation as a production organization provided

dramatic and entertainment programs that were highly

acclaimed both nationally and overseas. (See chapter IV).

Macquarie also represented stations nationally and inter-

nationally as sales representatives. No other commercial

network contributed as much to developing a radio pattern

in Australia as has Macquarie. Audiences from both urban

and rural areas were brought together through the Macquarie

network which offered variety, entertainment and musical

programs. The concept of a dual system providing both the
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entertainment programs, commercially and the more serious

side of programming as provided by the ABC, showed that

audiences benefited from, and accepted both systems.

MBS development must be attributed to executives who

had the ability to make MBS the network that it was, a pace

setter in Australian commercial radio. This was MBS'

contribution, an attempt to unify the nation through the

medium of radio by offering alternative programs to those

available from the ABC service.
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CHAPTER IV

ARTRANSA PTY. LTD.; ITS ROLE NATIONALLY

AND INTERNATIONALLY

Artransa Pty. Ltd., a subsidiary of the Macquarie

Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd., was incorporated on

February 23, 1940 and managed by former 2GB Station Manager,

A. E. Bennett. Bennett formed a company called "American

Radio Transcription Agencies," subsequently to become known

as Artransa. It was both a radio production company and

sales representative for Artransa-produced and Macquarie-

originated programs for Australian commercial radio stations

1and overseas markets. Bennett had seen the potential of

developing an Australian production company to write scripts,

to hire Australian talent and production crews, and to

produce radio shows., During a trip to the United States to

explore what was being done on commercial radio in that

country, Bennett met Grace Gibson, an experienced script

writer and producer, and brought her to Australia to help

establish a production company. Gibson subsequently became

the first manager of Artransa Pty. Ltd.2

More than 30,000 drama episodes were written and

produced while Gibson was manager. Her experience and

background helped give Australian scriptwriters models and

49
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ideas on which to base their scripts. Among her first

efforts were The Drama of Medicine, and Mr. and Mrs. North.

Programs such as Doctor Paul and Portia Faces life, "brought

a throb to the heart and a tear to the eye in thousands of

households throughout Australia." 3

Artransa was completely separate from the MBS network,

and it was the sole selling agent for Artransa-produced

programs. It was, however, given world sales rights for all

MBS programs for syndication within and outside of Australia,

except to Macquarie radio network stations. Former MBS

and Artransa sales representative, Sam Baker said:

The countries using Artransa and Macquarie radio
programs either heard about the high quality of
our shows and our general radio expertise from
other countries or met us personally through
visits. . . . Program popularity depended on the
countries conSerned and varied considerably from
area to area.

By the late 1950's, Artransa was exporting programs to

twenty-eight countries. All programs were produced in

English, using a "mid-Atlantic" accent (that is, using either

English or American accents), thus avoiding the so-called

"Aussie" sound. All stories, moreover, were set overseas

rather than in Australia to give a broad base of appeal to

the many listeners in other countries. Writers were careful

to avoid any preference for certain customs, culture, or

ideologies that might be misunderstood or not considered

in good taste by the intended audiences. Baker pointed out

that the degree of violence written into the scripts was
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controlled closely, as "both New Zealand and Southeast Asia

were definitely against elements of crime in our serials or

self-contained half-hour shows-.',6

Artransa began producing serials consisting of

approximately 104 to 108 episodes each; they were usually

either quarter-hour or half-hour programs. These long-running

serials became the backbone of the company. Prior to 1939,

however, mysteries, soap operas, quiz programs and drama

became popular. Quarter-hour serials, were timed to run no

more than twelve and one-half minutes so that commercials

could be included. Each half-hour segment was self-contained

and commercials were scheduled to air either before or after

the program was broadcast. Production of these programs

were done at one sitting. This was due primarily to the

Australian actors' phenomenal ability to read at sight for

anywhere up to two hours at a time without making any

mistakes.8

Artransa's Foreign Market Expansion

Artransa's worldwide reputation resulted either from

visits to most English-speaking countries by sales

representatives from Artransa or through representative

organizations in Canada, and the United Kingdom. Artransa

formed a subsidiary company in Johannesburg, South Africa,

with John Walker as manager of the operation.9 Other

fulltime Artransa representatives were located in Wellington,
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New Zealand, and New York to alert Artransa on sales

inquiries. On special occasions, these representatives could

negotiate sales subject to price approval from Sydney

headquarters. 10 Of all the foreign markets developed by

Artransa, the two most profitable and sought after were

New Zealand and South Africa. 1

Prior to 1944, New Zealand advertisers imported some

radio features from overseas. In 1944, however, the market

expanded when Artransa and Macquarie-produced programs were

marketed and introduced to the New Zealand audiences. From

1944 to 1957 such programs as Kookaburra Stories, Ever Yours,

The Secrets of Pao Shan, Anna Karenina, Thirty Minute Theater,

Agatha Christie Mysteries and Return of the Dark Stranger

were a part of the regular programming of New Zealand radio

stations. 12

The South African Broadcasting Corporation's (SABC)

Springbok Radio also purchased many programs from Macquarie

and Artransa chosen from science fiction serials, space

stories, soap operas, drama, spy stories, police shows,

cowboy shows, ghost stories and comedy shows. An SABC

official summed up the caliber of the programs, "They were

of a good standard, most acceptable and very popular. Our

relationship with Macquarie during these years was extremely

good and the service they supplied was excellent." During

the 1950's, some of the Artransa-produced programs broadcast

over SABC Springbok Radio included- Digest of Drama,
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Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Doctor Mac, Circle of Fear,

Graeme Bell Jazz Club, Keys of the Kingdom, Nurse White,

Life and Songs of George Gershwin, Mystery of Nurse Dorimer,

Scotland Yard Confidential, Digest of Drama, Contraband, and

Operation Moon Satellite. Some of these programs were so

popular in the mid-1950's that second rights were bought

for rebroadcasting at a later date.14

Another foreign broadcasting organization--the Fiji

Broadcasting Commission--received recorded programs from

Artransa. They preferred to affiliate with MBS as its

Australian sales representative for advertising purposes,

however.15

To the north of Australia, Hong Kong Commercial

Broadcasting Company had a close relationship between their

station and MBS through Artransa. On occasions they, too,

purchased programs, although some of these were U.S. programs

for which Macquarie held the Australian rights.16 Other

countries using Artransa productions included French

Caledonia, Kenya, Rhodesia, the Bahamas and Nigeria.

Former Artransa sales representative Baker, visited

Fiji, Hong Kong and Southeast Asia, specifically Singapore

and Malaya (as it was known in the mid-1950's), and found

that in these overseas countries, English-speaking broadcast

services were either in operation or a broadcast service was

planned. Both Singapore and Malaya sought advice on

English programming formats, and Baker on behalf of Artransa,
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helped establish program markets in both regions.18

As a result of personal sales drive in foreign countries

by Artransa, unexpected consulting demands helped the company

forge its name internationally. Both MBS and Artransa

profited greatly from this exposure through personnel

involvement and expansion of radio program investment. As a

result, Artransa was asked to assist in the launching of the

Springbok Commercial Radio Service in 1950, operated by SABC.

Then in the mid-1950's, Artransa was invited by the Ceylonese

(now Sri Lanka) government to help establish the Ceylon

Broadcasting Service.19

Artransa's Production Output

By the late 1950's, Artransa was exporting programs to

twenty-eight countries. This was considered the peak period

of Australian program production with Artransa and Macquarie

each producing almost fifty quarter-hour episodes per week.

While most production studios in Australia were failing when

television began in 1956, Artransa retained its own

production team and found the overseas markets were still

profitable, despite the fact that the Australian market was

declining. Artransa strived to improve upon the twenty-eight

countries already receiving programming from them, but with

the dominance of television throughout the world, export

returns diminished. The music format had become dominant

and the demand for drama declined,20 and it was not long
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before the long-running half-hour or hour-long serials were

no longer broadcast. Artransa then concentrated on "series"

programs, those that told a story in five or eight short

episodes. The five-minute feature was popular and included

topics such as First Aid in the Home, Stories from other Lands,

Gardening and others. Even one-minute fillers such as

Fantastic Facts, Is it True? and Where in the.World, were

recorded for export overseas.21

From its inception until its decline, Artransa produced

more than one-hundred shows, including popular titles such

as Superman, Tarzan, Adventures of Hop Harrigan, Space Patrol,

Western Trail, Four Corners of the Seven SeasInner Sanctum,

and others. After nearly a decade of trying to sustain

production, however, the company ceased producing radio

programs in 1965. Today it acts as a sales agent for MBS,

representing stations in Australia and abroad. It also

provided production facilities for television commercials and

television programs for Australia and overseas markets .22

Artransa achieved many of its goals by providing work

for Australian talent, by producing radio programs for the

100 commercial radio stations in Australia, and by fulfilling

orders for overseas markets. Baker claims Artransa "created

and produced a high standard of radio programs equivalent to

the best available anywhere in the world, including the BBC

in Britain." 2 3  Former MBS executive Ian Mackay agrees with

Baker that Macquarie and its subsidiary were, at that time,
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the largest producers of commercial programs in the British

Commonwealth.24 Australian broadcasting and advertising

executive R. R. Walker goes even further to suggest that

MBS through Artransa was the largest single producer in the

entire British Commonwealth.25 Whatever the claims, MBS and

Artransa successfully produced a quantity ofradio productions

that no other commercial network in Australia could rival,

although MBS kept a low profile during the period of

development and expansion. Quality, too, was a feature of

radio programs demanded by, and received by broadcasters

both in Australia and overseas.

Artransa's Influence Determined

The sudden prominence of Artransa in Southeast Asia

was unique in the mid-1950's. It came at a time when

Australia was beginning to emerge as a nation trying to

shake off its concept of geographical isolationism26 and its

British influence--practice and services--that still

prevailed in this geographical area of Southeast Asia and

the Tacific, and to some extent, French influence. Australia

was still finding her role in these areas and a locally based

production company and a network such as Macquarie that

produced, provided consultation and helped establish

broadcasting formats for other nations, was unusual. The

ABC service had always been considered the dominant radio

network system in Australia, and it might be expected that
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any broadcast aid to other countries would come from the

ABC. The ABC has, indeed, given aid in many ways, but it

was MBS and Artransa that really excelled in an area of

commercial radio history that made them an organization of

international recognition. This recognition strengthened

the image of MBS nationally, too, making it a prominent

broadcast service that still pervades the broadcast industry

in Australia.

Both Macquarie and Artransa provided opportunity for

many creative Australians as scriptwriters, actors, producers,

and sales representatives to package and market Australian-

developed radio syndication programs. Baker believes that

the export of MBS and Artransa-produced programs to more

than twenty-eight countries speaks for itself, that they

were acceptable in quality, programming content, and that an

amicable relationship with each nation existed.27

Prolific production output not only gave MBS worldwide

recognition among English-speaking countries, but also

helped MBS gain an international reputation and respect for

the Australian broadcasting industry. The success of MBS

network and Artransa proved that the commercial segment of

a dual broadcasting system can provide an alternative to

broadcasting where non-private radio systems exist in other

countries.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After Australia became an independent country in 1901,

the nation emerged from colonialism and developed its own

identity in the southern hemisphere. It was against this

background that a dual radio system eventually developed

and expanded through national and commercial broadcast

services.

The Australian system of broadcasting is unique. It is

similar in part to that of New Zealand, the United Kingdom

and the U.S. systems, but with national and commercial

stations operating side by side in competition. Australia

modelled the national stations on the BBC, and, in the case

of commercial stations, on the U.S. system.

The Australians reached their model through trial and

error. The ABC was given priority and developed into a

nationwide network. Commercial stations, on the other hand,

had to form their own systems through networks to reach a

mass audience that was already receiving serious programs

offered by the ABC. Between 1938 and 1958, Australian

commercial radio expanded largely due to the support of

advertisers, quick to recognize radio as a valuable medium

for advertising. By the late 1930's and early 1940's,

6o



advertisers were in complete control of some stations,

deciding where and when to schedule programs. Many smaller

stations felt squeezed out of this method, as advertisers

formed loose associations of networks to obtain 
extensive

coverage for their services and products. Networking in a

country as large as Australia, was one method of unifying

the nation and Australians in isolated areas were brought

together through radio. It was considered an important

necessity following the need for rain, water, food and

1
crops.

The Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty. Ltd. has been

credited with being an important force in drawing together

the peoples of Australia by overcoming the nation's 
great

distances through networking to remote areas beyond 
the

high densely populated urban areas on the southern, eastern,

and western coasts of Australia. Thus the Australian listener

has always had an alternative network at his fingertips.

Australia developed broadcasting best suited to its population

and geographical needs through programs reflecting local

origination and adaptation.
2

Macquarie's programming was developed 
by executives who

sought to create a strong network in a nation 
that had very

little media experience. Beginning with only a few member

stations in 1938, MBS grew to become a dominant network 
by

1958. The ingenuity and foresight of these 
executives in

developing MBS into a successful network paved the way for

61
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many country stations in remote areas of Australia 
to have

access to MBS information, drama, variety, entertainment and

news programs.

The policies of MBS redefined and reestablished the

relationship between the advertiser and the radio 
executive.

Macquarie's decision to control both advertising 
and

programming on the network took advertisers by 
surprise. As

a result, they took their business to other networks. After

a period, however, advertisers returned to the MBS network.

Radio drama as developed by MBS and its subsidiary,

Artransa, did have an impact upon the nation. While other

recording studios and stations were developing some radio

drama programs and importing programs from the United 
States

and the United Kingdom, MBS excelled in origination,

adaptation and production of programs. 
Radio drama and

other forms of radio entertainment developed by MBS held

their own on commercial radio networks until television 
came

to Australia in 1956. At that time radio executives decided

that instead of fighting television, music, news and sports

would become the areas of emphasis, and radio has continued

in that direction. Macquarie held onto its programming as

long as possible because radio penetrated areas where

television would not pose as a threat for several 
more years.

In the light of this, Macquarie's production of many

forms of programs, the development of news services for

network stations and the development of an overseas market
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became highly sought in the 1950's. This latter market was

highly profitable, generating profits and economic stability

through a strong and highly visible network and its

subsidiary company, Artransa ?ty. Ltd.

Conclusions

The golden era, the most creative years of radio, were

left behind as television was ushered in. Gone were the days

when audiences heard MBS radio network personalities and

programs. Macquarie took new directions, as did Artransa to

keep abreast with television, yet MBS is still considered

the dominant commercial radio network in Australia. Radio

had to change in order to survive the threat from television.

MBS radio changed from being a family entertainment medium

to serving target audiences of a mass society through talk

shows, news and information, music and weather reports.

Radio, became an "instant information" service, and MBS had

to eventually change direction to keep a segment of society

as a strong listenership, yet rural audiences continued to

respond. There was no alternative medium for them to receive

information of national and international importance.

Reasons for Successful Broadcasting

What was it that made the Macquarie network a prominent

organization in the period 1938 to 1958? Why did it attract

the great listening audiences?
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First, because networks were able 
to penetrate remote

areas of the nation, MBS was the only 
major commercial

network to provide any real competition 
to the ABC network.

While the ABC emphasized serious programs, 
MBS offered a

great many different types: 
variety, musical, quiz, drama,

and news programs. Thus audiences received alternative

forms of programming by being able 
to choose between the two

networks. ABC programming during this period 
remained

constant and was not affected by the 
commercial network's

intrusion into areas where the national service had already

been established.

Second, the prominence of the network was due also to

the goals, standards and policies developed 
by its management

executives. MBS officials, for example, visited many

countries to find out what was successful 
broadcast programming

in those countries, and came back with new 
ideas for programs

which they adapted to Australian 
forms of presentation.

Macquarie's development of successful 
programming was

done at a time when other commercial 
radio organizations were

slowly developing their own formats 
and deciding how best to

serve Australia through radio. These organizations had not

anticipated the influence MBS would 
have on the audiences in

Australia, nor the influence it was to exert on overseas

broadcasting services. Despite this, there was no attempt to

provide any challenge to MBS for position of prominence or

dominance by other commercial radio station 
organizations.
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Third, the influence and extensive role MBS exerted in
Australian broadcasting is unique to Australia. So often
the complacency--the hesitancy--to forge ahead and make some
kind of achievement, the casual attitude in taking things
for granted, are traits that are characteristic of most

Australians.3 One writer describes the "Australian

temperament" as something vague and undefined, a foundation

for explaining failure to act promptly and decisively.4

While this attitude may be true of the average Australian,

it certainly does not reflect that of MBS executives, who

displayed fortitude and determination to prove that the
network could be a dominant commercial radio network in

Australia.

Fourth, MBS provided unity and strength in creating

its own production department and by providing work for

Australian talent, writers and producers. This was not an
easy task, because most of these people had no formal

training or experience in the area of production. The final
result, in both quality and quantity of programs produced,
is a tribute to MBS and all the Artransa staff. They all

had one goal to work toward, developing programs for MBS.
The results were seen in the way audiences responded to the
network's broadcast of such programs. It was an era

unprecedented in Australian broadcasting. There were other

production agencies, too, but Macquarie sought out the more
nationally known actors to produce well known programs. The
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golden days of producing radio programs, however, are over.

Finally, the strength of the Macquarie Broadcasting Service

Pty. Ltd. from 1938 to 1958 can be attributed to the way in

which the organization extended voting privileges to its

member stations. Macquarie's firm policy on commitment to

all its network stations was hard for advertisers to accept,

and was totally different to the way in which other commercial

networks were organized. The question was often asked:

Who controls the networks, the advertiser, or radio station

owners? In the end, MBS showed that, if the guidelines were

adhered to, there was a place for both.

Suggestions For Future Study

Australian commercial radio history has largely ignored

any detailed study of the influence of Artransa Pty. Ltd.,

both in Australia and abroad. It also ignores the reciprocal

effect it had by allowing MBS to participate in Southeast

Asian broadcast conferences. Much of what MBS has contributed

to Australian commercial radio has not been documented in

great detail. Its contribution in developing radio station

formats and providing sales representation for overseas

services has not been given the recognition it deserves,

either. Rather, studies have been a fragmented reference

to MBS' achievements in the period of this study. Failure

to complete detailed research of this period 1938 to 1958

will leave an area of broadcasting history void of pertinent
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information and data.

Some detail of the early history of Australian

commercial radio is still undocumented, and the model of

broadcasting developed by MBS needs to be examined in greater

depth than it has been.
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